In this Article, we focus on two complaints about initiatives that can be addressed through a new legal framework. First, some have argued that the policy choices made through direct democracy are often not socially optimal, and the processes through which initiatives are passed may make welfare-reducing decisions inevitable. Second, initiatives, once enacted, often fail to be implemented by government officials. In response to these two problems, we propose a new comprehensive framework of postqualification reforms that keeps both the spirit and intent of the initiative process: the Dual Path Initiative Process with a Citizens' Initiative Implementation Oversight Commission.
First, the Dual Path Initiative Framework includes three distinct stages for each initiative. The first stage occurs when only a brief description of the proposal, providing the purpose of the initiative and the general outline of the solution to be adopted, is circulated for signatures. This process is designed to gauge public support for the general objective of the proposal's backers. When sufficient signatures have been obtained and the process moves to the second stage, the proponents and legislature have the opportunity to draft legislative or constitutional language to submit to the people for a vote. During this second stage, lawmakers and ballot measure proponents can negotiate so that a compromise can be passed as a statute through the traditional legislative process or a mutually acceptable constitutional amendment can be submitted for a vote. Even if there is no agreement reached, this period provides flexibility so that drafting errors can be identified, likely consequences of the new policy can be assessed, and language can be revised. At the end of this time, if the proponents of change are not satisfied with the legislature's response, they can submit to the people a detailed proposal designed to advance the purpose of the originally-qualified brief policy. The third stage occurs after a popular initiative is enacted through a vote of the people. Popular constitutional initiatives will expire after ten years and must be re-enacted; popular statutory initiatives will also be less durable because the legislature may, after a period of time, amend or repeal any such initiative.
Second, we propose a Citizens' Initiative Implementation Oversight Commission (CIIOC) to ensure that enacted initiatives are faithfully implemented by state and local officials, who might otherwise work to obstruct or delay ballot measures they opposed. The CIIOC will include a representative named by each successful popular initiative, and it will have the ability to conduct hearings, produce reports, participate in administrative proceedings, and even pursue litigation. A statewide citizens' oversight commission is a novel reform, not currently used by any state.
Introduction
The widespread use of the initiative process and the perception that it has lead to considerable negative consequences have prompted calls for reform. In this Article, we focus on two complaints about initiatives that can be addressed through a new legal framework.
1 First, some have argued that the policy choices made through direct democracy are often not socially optimal, and the processes through which initiatives are passed may make welfare-reducing decisions inevitable. 2 Reform proposals often aim to correct this complaint through increasing the hurdles to ballot qualification. This sort of reform is counter-productive in several ways. By increasing the "price" of ballot access, ex ante responses are likely to exacerbate the current disproportionate influence of money. 3 Moreover, there is no reason to believe that ex ante When sufficient signatures have been obtained and the process moves to the second reading, there is a period of three months during which the proponents and the legislature have the opportunity to draft legislative or constitutional language to submit to the people for a vote. The legislature must hold hearings on the proposal. During this second reading, lawmakers and ballot measure proponents can negotiate so that a compromise can be passed as a statute through the traditional legislative process or a mutually acceptable constitutional amendment can be submitted for a vote. Even if there is no agreement reached, this period provides flexibility so that drafting errors can be identified, likely consequences of the new policy can be assessed, and language can be revised. At the end of this time, if the proponents of change are not satisfied with the legislature's response, they can submit to the people a detailed proposal designed to advance the purpose of the originally-qualified brief policy. In essence, the second reading stage takes advantage of the interaction between direct democracy and representative institutions possible in the hybrid democracy that characterizes states with initiatives and referendums. 6 If the legislature fails to act in a manner acceptable to the initiative proponents, then the initiative proponents can place a measure on the ballot, offering a substitute to the legislature's action (or inaction) to the public.
The third reading period occurs after a popular initiative -constitutional or statutory -is enacted through a vote of the people. Popular constitutional initiatives will expire after ten years and must be re-enacted, perhaps as amended, either through the legislature resubmitting the provision to the people or through proponents requalifying the measure for the ballot, albeit with less onerous signature requirements. In both cases, re-enactment is permanent. Popular statutory initiatives will also be less durable because the legislature may, after a period of time, amend or repeal any such initiative.
Part 4 describes the aspects of our proposal aimed at the implementation problem. Our framework includes an entirely new system for oversight of the implementation and enforcement of popular initiatives. Here we draw on the experience with the few initiatives that set up special oversight bodies, such as the Fair Political Practices Commission 7 or the commission overseeing 8 It also taps into the current enthusiasm for increased citizen involvement in policymaking, seen in the increasing use of initiatives over the past three decades 9 and the recent creation of a Citizens Assembly in British Columbia to consider and propose sweeping reform of the system of political representation. 10 We propose a Citizens' Initiative Implementation Oversight Commission (CIIOC) to ensure that enacted initiatives are faithfully implemented by state and local officials, who might otherwise work to obstruct or delay implementation of ballot measures they opposed. The CIIOC will include a representative named in each successful popular initiative and taking office upon its passage; it will be provided a staff and funding sufficient to discharge its oversight function; and it will be granted the authority to conduct hearings, produce reports, participate in administrative proceedings, and even pursue litigation. The CIIOC will also be involved in the pre-election initiative process, determining whether the initiative finally drafted by proponents is consistent with the initial policy statement and providing analysis of any legislative response. A statewide citizens' oversight commission is a novel reform, not currently used by any state. Some individual initiatives establish special commissions to implement and enforce the particular initiative, but we are not aware of any state that relies on an independent body, with a staff, to investigate and enforce all initiatives.
Finally, in Part 5, we conclude with a brief discussion of some aspects of the new political equilibrium we expect after adoption of the Dual Path Initiative Framework and the CIIOC. The two parts of hybrid democracy -the initiative process and representative institutions -react to changes in each other, and political actors change their behavior to account for modification in political institutions. We believe that the new equilibrium will be an improvement over the status quo, providing checks and balances in both parts of hybrid democracy, ensuring fuller compliance with initiatives, and allowing for flexibility and change throughout the process and over time to reflect input during policy consideration and experience as the new policy is implemented.
The Goals of an Initiative Framework
A central element of American democracy is checks and balances. In Federalist 51,
Madison argued that "the constant aim is to divide and arrange the several offices in such a manner as that each may be a check on the other," 11 and in Federalist 47, he stated that "the accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the same hands, whether of one, a few, or many, and whether hereditary, self-appointed, or elective, may justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny." 12 The numerous vetogates in the legislative process allow time for fact-finding and deliberation, provide opportunities to correct mistakes, and encourage compromise and change in legislative proposals to secure passage. If a proposal manages to navigate through all the legislative roadblocks, it still faces the possibility of a veto by the executive, and in many states, the executive can rewrite some bills through use of a line item veto. Even with all these procedures, however, legislatures still enact hastily-drafted laws with errors and unexpected consequences. But the process is constructed to guard against such bills, and if mistakes occur or an enactment proves unworkable or unwise in practice, the legislature can amend or repeal the bill.
As currently configured, the initiative process in California lacks comparable checks. The requirement that supporters gather signatures within a certain period of time to place an initiative on the ballot can be an obstacle for advocates who lack access to substantial financial or human resources. But a well-funded group is guaranteed access to the ballot because it can hire professional firms and pay petition circulators, 13 and a group with a motivated and large grassroots base may be able to gather enough signatures for ballot access, as long as they have By itself, the addition of checks and balances to the initiative process through adopting aspects similar to the indirect initiative and changing the durability of popular initiatives would do much to improve the process. But how valuable are initiatives if they remain unimplemented and subverted, which is often the outcome now? Once passed, initiatives must be implemented by the executive branch; moreover, some legislative involvement is often required for the policy to be successful. The people vote to enact policy, but then they return to their lives, assuming that government officials will follow their directions. They do not have the ability, or often the interest, to monitor implementation. Because elected officials often opposed the policy put into place by direct democracy, they are not likely to eagerly or aggressively work to follow the public mandate. As a matter of fact, those in charge of implementation are the very agents the initiative was designed to control. For example, the initiative might enact sweeping reform of the education system, which must then be implemented by the Department of Education, school administrators and teachers. Or the initiative might enact public financing of state campaigns, but the legislature has to appropriate money for it. 25 There is ample reason to worry that these lawmakers and administrators will not enthusiastically implement the policies they refused to adopt. 26 In a way, this is the opposite of the problem identified before -rather than too few 25 It has been suggested to us that rather than using an enforcement commission that we should just urge initiative writers to put clear enforcement standards into the language of the initiative, such as reporting requirements and strict penalties for non-compliance. These are all good ideas, suggested by Gerber, Lupia, McCubbins & Kiewiet, supra note 4, but the problem is that it doesn't answer the question, to whom is the legislature supposed to report? Who decides if a sanction is to be imposed, and if imposed who decides the remedy and the penalized party? Who then enforces the enforcement? The CIIOC will be able to determine if the initiative has been implemented or not and can bring to bear the only enforcements possible or necessary, that is court or electoral sanction to those who've impeded the implementation of an initiative. The CIIOC will be in a position to bring to the public's attention the lack of enforcement of an initiative and it will be up to the public to decide if it is a wrong that is worth righting through the ballot box. 26 Gerber, Lupia and McCubbins, supra note 4, at 52-56. Although one response to the problems in the initiative process is to eliminate direct democracy, we do not advocate that path. First, we do not believe it is realistic. Polls consistently demonstrate that citizens like the initiative process and trust its outcomes more than they trust legislation enacted by their representatives. 29 Because sweeping change to the initiative process requires constitutional amendment, the people will be involved in any reform, and they are unlikely to get rid of initiatives altogether. However, polls suggest that reforms along the lines of our three readings proposal -at least the first two stages -would be viewed favorably by many Californians. 30 Second, we view a properly constructed initiative process as a necessary component of a well-functioning democracy because it provides a way around the conflict of interest legislators possess with regard to some matters of institutional structure.
Often lawmakers themselves determine the rules of democracy (e.g., in enacting campaign finance laws or in establishing electoral districts), in which case the regulated are the regulators.
Under such circumstances, there is the well-founded concern that self-interest will prevail over the public interest and that rules will be chosen to entrench the already powerful, decrease competition from the outside, and silence new voices. 31 Thus, one advantage of hybrid democracy is that it allows the people a formalized role in institutional design decisions.
Similarly, the initiative process can provide a majoritarian escape valve if the legislative process is captured by special interests. The absence of checks and balances in the initiative process reduces the influence of minority interests with strong preferences that can use legislative veto gates to block policies they oppose or force compromise to gain special benefits.
Even though the agenda of direct democracy tends to be determined by well-funded groups who can use paid signature gatherers to assure ballot access, policy is enacted only when it can obtain majority approval on Election Day. Thus, the majoritarian initiative process can provide a counterbalance to the legislative process; indeed, the presence of a robust initiative process the election believe policies enacted by the people are better than those passed by the legislature, and less than onethird thought they were worse) [hereinafter Baldassare, Special Election Poll]. 30 Baldassare, Special Election Poll, supra note 29, at 17 (77 percent of special election voters favor a new system of review and revision of initiative to reduce errors; 83 percent favor allowing time for legislature and proponents to reach a compromise). 31 Given the inherent conflict of interest faced by lawmakers in designing the rules that will shape their careers, even some who have substantial reservations about the initiative process nonetheless argue that more directly involving the people in decision making about democratic institutions is justified. See, e.g., Dennis F. warranted -the better answer is to improve the initiative process.
A Framework to Provide Checks and Balances in the Initiative Process: A Dual Path Initiative Process
Our reforms allow initiatives to continue to play a necessary role to check the self-interest of legislators in the arena of government reform and to circumvent the power of well-funded, organized groups who block policy favored by a majority. However, we do not favor unchecked populism. Our goal is to strengthen both the initiative process and representative institutions, and we believe meeting that objective requires a fundamental restructuring of the popular initiative process. Our reform package would itself require a vote of the people to be adopted as an amendment to the state constitution. . 33 It could be argued that our package of reforms is a revision of the California Constitution, rather than an amendment, because it alters the power of the electors in the initiative process through the three readings framework and alters the power of the legislature through the oversight commission discussed in Part 4. Constitutional revision cannot be done through the initiative process, but can be done by the legislature, if two-thirds of each house votes to put the revision on the ballot, or by constitutional convention. Given the reality of the signature gathering phase, there is no benefit to requiring that legislative or constitutional language be appended to the petitions at this stage in the process. All citizens need is a brief, straightforward description of the policy supported by the proponents and a clear identification of the major groups behind the signature drive. This policy statement represents the First Reading in Figure 1 . We propose that, at the ballot qualification stage, initiative advocates submit a policy statement of no more than 500 words. Although the statement can be generally phrased, proponents will have an incentive to provide clear information about all major pieces of their proposal because, in later stages of the process, the legislative or constitutional language they develop will be measured against this policy statement. Material in the final version of the initiative that is not fairly encompassed by the initial statement will be stricken from the text presented to voters. The standard used to assess whether particular text is consistent with the policy statement is one of reasonable notice: Did the formulation provide a reasonable citizen asked to sign the petition notice of this aspect of the measure, and, if not, would that citizen consider this a material aspect of the policy or merely a reasonable means of implementing the objective that had been clearly described?
http://law.bepress.com/usclwps-lss/art15
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Because the second reading period allows drafters to change their proposal to reflect information that they receive and encourages negotiations with the legislature or other groups, the policy statement should be drafted so that it can encompass a proposal that may be somewhat different from the original vision. The statement must contain some specifics, however, both to provide voters enough sense of the proposal to decide whether to sign the petition and to meaningfully shape the second reading period. We suggest that each policy statement follow the outline of the Mischief Rule set out in Heydon's Case, 34 one of the classic statutory interpretation cases. Any legislative act involves describing the status quo, identifying the "mischief and defect" in the status quo, providing a "remedy" to solve the defect, and describing its benefits and any costs. This format provides voters all the necessary information during the first reading period, and over time it will become familiar to voters so that they can quickly grasp the import of any petition being circulated.
So, for example, a policy statement in the area of legislative redistricting could describe the absence of competition currently because of partisan and bipartisan gerrymanders, argue that this reality reduces electoral choices and undermines the responsiveness of lawmakers to voters, identify nonpartisan redistricting commissions as the solution because they remove some of the partisanship from the districting process, and provide an estimate of any costs relative to the status quo. Drafters would want to provide enough information so that voters would have a relatively clear sense of the reform being proposed, but allow enough flexibility to refine and change the proposal during the second reading phase. Language that generally identifies a nonpartisan redistricting commission as a solution postpones to the second reading period determining whether that commission will consist of judges, citizens, or people appointed by political officials. Although drafters could specify one of these models in the policy statement, they would not need to. Moreover, further specification could rule out possible compromises during negotiations in the second reading period. If voters who signed the general policy statement disagree with the drafters' ultimate choice, i.e., voters prefer citizens' commissions and the drafters decide to use judges, they can defeat the proposal at the polls. 
Emphasizing Policy Objectives Over Detailed Language
There are at least two disadvantages to the current system that requires a formal text of the initiative at the petition circulation stage; we eliminate both. First, now the legislative or constitutional text is emphasized at the beginning of the initiative process even though the actual language plays little role in citizens' decision to sign petitions. In California, proponents must submit the text of the initiative to the Secretary of State to get permission to begin gathering signatures; then the Attorney General drafts a title and summary, which is typically relatively legalistic in its tone. 35 All of this information -title, official summary, and text -are provided with the petition. 36 In contrast, our proposal focuses attention on writing an easily-understood description of the general policy objective that the initiative will address and providing voters a sense of the interests funding the petition circulation effort. 37 The Attorney General would still provide a title for the policy statement that would appear on petitions and the ballot, but no official summary would be required during this stage.
One might object to circulating only a general policy statement, plus the identities of major financial backers, 38 because it somehow undermines the validity of signatures. Citizens who sign the petition, the argument goes, want a particular statutory or constitutional proposal placed on the ballot; if the proponents can later develop the text of that proposal without clearing it 35 "In providing the ballot title, the Attorney General shall give a true and impartial statement of the purpose of the measure in such language that the ballot title shall neither be an argument, nor be likely to create prejudice, for or against the proposed measure." Cal. and voters tend to vote "no" when they are uncertain or worried about the effect of an initiative.
We expect that one issue in any initiative campaign will be whether the text presented to the voters conforms to the policy statement that was circulated, so voters will have ample opportunity to punish any opportunistic behavior. We note that one positive development from our new framework may be clearer drafting of the legislative or constitutional text so that initiative supporters will be able to credibly claim to voters that they are acting consistently with the policy objectives they identified generally during the first reading stage.
Allowing Flexibility in Drafting
Second, in all states with the popular initiative, virtually no changes are allowed in the text of the statutory or constitutional proposal once it has been submitted to the relevant state official to obtain permission to circulate petitions. 40 The initiative process is a rigid one, unforgiving of mistakes and not amenable to compromise and revision during the campaign period. A recent case in California demonstrates the rigidity. In the fall 2005 special election, the legislative redistricting initiative supported by Governor Schwarzenegger was nearly removed from the ballot when it was revealed that supporters had submitted one version to the Secretary of State and circulated petitions with another version. Although supporters argued that the differences were minor and technical, the Attorney General went to court to remove the measure from the special election ballot. The California Supreme Court allowed the initiative to remain on the 39 See Waters, supra note 15, at 7. 40 States with the direct initiative process prohibit changes in the text of the proposal after a very early stage in the process. Although some allow revisions to reflect advice provided by legislative drafters or other officials, see, e.g., Idaho Code § 34-1809, none allow changes once proponents begin to circulate petitions. In some indirect initiative processes, the proposal can be changed after the legislature has considered it and refused to act but before it is presented to the citizens for a vote. See, e.g., Mass. Const. Amend. Art. XLVIII, c. V, § 2 (allowing change that is "perfecting in nature and does not materially change the substance of the measure").
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ballot, ruling tersely that there had been no showing that the people who signed the initiative had been misled. 41 In the final decision after the defeat of the initiative, the Supreme Court held that the proposition was properly submitted to the voters, notwithstanding the discrepancies, because the voters would not have been misled about the initiative had they relied on the version that did not appear on the ballot. 42 It seems clear that if the proponents had purposefully made changes in the initiative after it was submitted to state officials at the beginning of the circulation process -even if the changes were to correct mistakes -or if the discrepancies had not been relatively minor, 43 the petitions would have been invalid, and the measure pulled off the ballot. In contrast, our framework contemplates that such substantial changes could be made after the policy statement qualifies, because a process providing such flexibility is a better process than the rigid status quo. The California Supreme Court's reaction is noteworthy for our purposes for another reason: the Court's view of the signature gathering process mirrors ours in that the justices did not believe that the details of the proposal played a significant role in a citizen's decision to sign the petition.
Our Dual Path Initiative Framework allows proponents to take a general policy proposal to the people through the petition process. Once initiative backers get sufficient signatures, they earn the right to move into the stage of second reading. Essentially, they earned the option to place an initiative on the ballot to implement the policy statement. In the second reading period, the proposal's language is drafted in a process that allows major as well as minor revisions, and the legislature plays a role in the process, a role that can be substantial if lawmakers decide to negotiate with proponents or put their own version on the ballot.
The Second Reading: Drafting the Text and Negotiating with the Legislature
As is evident in Figure 1 , there are two possible pathways during the second reading period for the initiative to influence public policy. Once a proposal has met the signature requirement, a three-month period will begin during which the proponents of the proposal can develop text to 41 49 These review periods all occur before the petition circulation stage; our framework would change that timing so that drafting and legislative resources are deployed only after a significant number of voters have indicated a desire to submit the policy to a popular vote.
Qualifying a policy statement in the first reading period can be viewed as just a new way to introduce a bill into the legislative process. Once proponents gather the required number of signatures, they begin a process that involves legislative hearings and the possibility of negotiation with other groups and the legislature. Just as with a bill introduced in the traditional manner, the legislature may choose not to act, or it may revise the proposal significantly. Unlike other bills, however, the initiative proponents can choose to take their reform to the people for enactment if they are not satisfied with the legislative response. Given this difference, we may see legislators using this new route of bill introduction, as well as groups and individuals with the financial or human resources to mount successful petition campaigns. This development would be a new aspect of hybrid democracy as the legislative agenda would be partially set by the petition process, and strategic political actors would increasingly consider this avenue of moving an issue to the forefront of policymakers' attention.
Time to Draft and Revise
The flexibility provided by this second reading stage of the framework would result in better statutory and constitutional language. Currently, a scrivener's error is sometimes identified during the petition circulation period or during the campaign, and drafters would be eager to amend the proposal to gain additional support if they had the ability to make such changes. The second reading stage promises other systemic benefits. More drafting flexibility before the vote might also reduce litigation after Election Day which often revolves around awkward wording. Moreover, the discussion that would accompany the decision to amend an initiative's language and the record from legislative hearings could provide courts with evidence helpful in interpreting vague or ambiguous language in subsequent lawsuits. 55 Requiring a second reading in the initiative process may reduce the use of crypto-initiatives for which policy change is at best a secondary consideration. 56 The need to negotiate with legislators before an initiative is actually placed on the ballot may reduce the purely political use of initiatives by giving the legislature an opportunity to short-circuit crypto-initiatives. Also, the information developed during this period could also better inform those providing fiscal analyses of the initiatives.
Importantly, unlike the indirect initiative in many states, the legislature could not unilaterally deny proponents access to the ballot by passing an alternative formulation. In our Dual Path Initiative Framework, the proponents always have the option to put their reform on the ballot, even if the legislature has responded with a statute or a constitutional ballot measure. In this case, the compromise passed and the initiative used as a threat in the bargaining did not, but it surely would have been simpler and less confusing had the supporters of Proposition 65 been allowed to remove that measure entirely. If our framework had been in place, these negotiations would have occurred in the second reading stage, and only the compromise constitutional amendment would have appeared on the ballot. Although constitutional compromises will entail a popular vote, when statutory compromises are sufficient to satisfy all the parties, then nothing needs to be taken to the people after a successful bargain. Merely qualifying a general statement of policy does not require the proponents to proceed all the way to an election.
A Formal Role for the Legislature
The second reading stage encourages negotiation and compromise with the legislature in other ways. Not only does the legislature necessarily become involved as it conducts mandatory hearings on the proposal, but the legislature also has leverage to encourage initiative supporters to deal with it. Our framework permits both the legislature and the group qualifying the policy to place initiatives on the same topic on the ballot. If no mutually acceptable compromise is reached -and either passed as legislation or put on the ballot as a consensus initiative -then the legislature has the right to place its own measure on the ballot. Our framework would not limit the legislature to achieving the policy goals identified in the statement that had been circulated; rather, the legislature can put any initiative on the ballot, as it can under current rules. Initiative proponents also have some clout in this bargaining game. As we have noted, they can walk away from any bargain and take their proposal directly to the people for enactment. If they choose that route and succeed, then the Citizens' Initiative Implementation Oversight Commission ("CIIOC") will play a role in the implementation of the initiative. 64 If the legislature wishes to avoid the possibility of involvement by the CIIOC in the future, then lawmakers will have to reach a deal that proponents support. Thus, both sides have reasons to bargain with the other, and our framework changes the bargaining dynamics in significant ways relative to the status quo. It also provides additional information to voters who can learn of the legislature's response to any initiative proposal. Indeed, even the decision not to bargain or respond, beyond the mandated hearings, to a proposal provides credible information to voters.
Certifying the Text for the Ballot
At the end of the second reading stage, when initiative sponsors propose final text, the actual detailed proposal must go to the Citizens' Initiative Implementation Oversight Commission. The CIIOC (or a subcommittee or staff person to whom this has been delegated) will determine whether the text fits fairly within the scope of the general policy that had appeared on the petition. The CIIOC has the option of certifying the initiative for the ballot, severing provisions that are beyond the scope of the policy statement, or disqualifying the entire initiative as inconsistent with the statement. There should be expedited appeals of a CIIOC decision through the state courts. We advocate this role for the CIIOC, and not the Attorney General or Secretary 63 The legislature-sponsored proposal was Proposition 60, which was placed on the ballot to react to Proposition 62, the nonpartisan primary initiative. can check the language and assess the accuracy of campaign claims. This is a positive development because it makes it more difficult for proponents to slip in special provisions benefiting them or their allies and encourages straightforward and relatively clear statutory or constitutional proposals. Simplicity will not always be a tactic available to proponents; some reforms are necessarily complicated. But, on the whole, we would expect that our framework would improve transparency in the text of initiatives.
Even with these changes in the process of proposing and drafting initiatives, we expect some to contain mistakes or to cause consequences not fully understood when they were enacted.
After all, even with many vetogates, expert staff, and time for deliberation in the traditional legislature, some statutes are poorly written, hastily conceived, and prone to unanticipated consequences. 65 Thus, the third reading stage of our framework focuses on the ability to revise popularly enacted laws and constitutional amendments after they are passed. (1997) . Certainly, we do not want to compare an ideal legislative process with a realistic, or even cynical, view of direct democracy. But our point is that the legislative process provides checks and balances -including the executive's veto power -that the initiative process simply lacks. Our goal is to suggest additional checks for the latter process, in the hope that they will be used to improve policy but with awareness that they will not be foolproof.
Third Reading: Allowing Revision After Enactment
http://law.bepress.com/usclwps-lss/art15 amend or repeal popularly-enacted laws, and Arizona requires that any amendment further the purposes of the initiative and be passed by three-fourths votes of both houses. 67 We will discuss the framework for statutory initiatives first and then deal with the harder issue of revision of the more durable constitutional initiatives. Our focus is on initiatives that are placed on the ballot by individuals and groups, not by the legislature. Legislatively-backed constitutional initiatives have the advantage of the checks and balances in the legislative process and thus do not require the additional check of the third reading stage described here.
Statutory Initiatives
Under our new framework, some proposals for statutory changes qualified in the first reading stage will never appear on the ballot because a successful compromise with the legislature will be negotiated that culminates in the enactment of legislation through the traditional legislative process. However, some proponents will not be satisfied with the legislature's response and will place their statute on the ballot. Unlike the current regime in California, the initiative framework should allow legislative repeal and amendment of such statutory initiatives with the following limitations. First, repeal by two-thirds vote of the legislature should be possible only after two years of experience with the initiative, and a two-thirds vote of the legislature should be required for amendments, which must further the objectives of the popularly-enacted law. Some protection from the legislature is required, because lawmakers can be hostile to initiatives, which are often used to circumvent the traditional process to enact policy. We allow repeal but limit 66 Cal. Const. art. II, § 10(c). 67 See Waters, supra note 15, at 27; Ariz. Const. Art. 4 Pt. 1 §6(c). Arizona is also a state that prohibits repeal of an initiative by the legislature.
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amendments to those consistent with the purpose of the law because this design better ensures accountability for lawmakers who seek to undermine the statute. If they want to negate the law, they must do so directly by repeal, not through amendments that gut the proposal surreptitiously while still leaving it on the books. This latter course of action is much more likely to occur without the public's knowledge; outright repeal is apt to be noticed.
One problem with this solution is that supporters of the law must remain vigilant to monitor the amendments passed by the legislature and to object to those they believe inconsistent with its purposes. Grassroots groups sponsoring an initiative do not remain organized or funded past the campaign, and even those that remain somewhat active may not have the resources to mount judicial challenges. In this case, money will remain influential because only those groups with long-term organizations and sufficient funds will be able to protect their initiatives from legislative meddling. We will suggest one solution to this problem later: the CIIOC will keep track of legislative involvement with statutory initiatives. It will also have standing to bring lawsuits to challenge amendments that commissioners believe incompatible with the initiative's purposes. We note that the oversight commission will focus only on statutes passed through the initiative process, not on compromises enacted through the legislature. The possibility of ongoing oversight may encourage some reformers to pursue the initiative route if they fear legislators and other state officials may not implement the compromise, and the specter of oversight may encourage the legislature to offer an attractive compromise to proponents.
Constitutional Initiatives
Currently, many initiatives are constitutional amendments and thus cannot be changed by the legislature, but only by a subsequent popular vote. If an initiative framework made statutory initiatives more susceptible to legislative tinkering, presumably the number of constitutional initiatives relative to statutory ones would increase. Although constitutional initiatives usually require more signatures for ballot access, few states require higher voting thresholds to pass constitutional initiatives (a simple majority of those voting is the typical requirement for enactment of any type of initiative). 68 Groups with sufficient resources find obtaining the 68 Nevada requires that initiative constitutional amendments pass by a majority vote in two successive general elections. Waters, supra note 15, at 26; Nev. Const. art. 19, § 2.
http://law.bepress.com/usclwps-lss/art15 We propose that constitutional initiatives proposed entirely through the petition process, rather than being placed on the ballot by legislatures, should require reauthorization by the people after a certain period of time, requiring either that the legislature resubmit them to the people or that proponents again gather signatures to place them on the ballot for extension.
Constitutional provisions passed as initiatives should be subject to a one-time re-approval after ten years of experience. 70 Although this seems a relatively long period of time, we believe at least a decade of experience is necessary for some important initiatives to produce a record necessary to evaluate them fairly. For example, initiatives that affect structures of representation such as redistricting and campaign finance reform, perhaps the most justified use of the initiative process, must be in place for at least a decade so they do not expire before they can have any significant impact on governance. In addition, there is a cost to reauthorizing initiatives. The framework applies to all initiatives; therefore, even those that enhance welfare will expire and require re-enactment. Indeed, the framework is designed to weed out more of the welfarereducing proposals during the second reading period before they are enacted. Finally, we want to implement a long enough period to encourage people to continue to use the initiative process;
it is not our intention to construct a framework that destroys direct democracy by making initiatives so unattractive that no groups will spend time qualifying and passing them. We therefore chose a period of time that we think balances the costs and benefits of reduced durability.
Although one could argue that constitutional initiatives passed by a landslide, say by threefourths of those voting on the measure, should not face reauthorization, Kousser and
McCubbins' analysis suggests that politicians construct some initiatives to face little opposition and thus might be enacted by a substantial margin in an environment that undermines the ability 69 In states that allow both constitutional and statutory initiatives, there have been slightly more statutory initiatives placed on the ballot through the petition process than constitutional initiatives. Data from the Initiative and Referendum Almanac, supra note 23, reveals that 703 constitutional amendments have appeared on the ballot in the 11 states that allow both types, while 758 statutory amendments have qualified. This data covers the period from the beginning of the initiative process in the United States through 2000. 70 For a discussion of the effects of requiring traditional legislation to expire, including some similar to those we discuss here in the context of initiatives, see Jacob E. Gersen, Temporary Legislation, __ U. Chi. L. Rev. __ (forthcoming 2006). 71 Therefore, no special treatment should be afforded to initiatives on the basis of their popularity on Election Day.
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For popular initiatives that expire and are not placed on the ballot for extension or permanent enactment by the legislature, fewer signatures would be required to place re-enactment on the ballot. Because part of the rationale for a one-time reauthorization requirement is to allow constitutional initiatives to be modified to reflect the experience with the law, proponents should qualify for the reduced signature thresholds even if the measure is slightly different from the original enactment. This may require some judgment calls by the official certifying the petitions for circulation, but the general rule should be that changes furthering the purpose of the measure will be allowed without triggering higher signature thresholds. The process for placing the initiative on the ballot will include the two reading periods described above to allow an opportunity for evaluation of the experience with the provision and to encourage revisions that improve its operation.
We anticipate many constitutional initiatives will be continued either by legislative action or through re-qualification. Once a law has been in effect, new interest groups may form as a result of the law, and they will join the original supporters to advocate for re-enactment. In addition, groups will often work harder to retain a benefit than to obtain it in the first place. But the onetime reauthorization allows for modification of the proposal to adjust to developments that were unanticipated when the initiative was passed or to account for changed circumstances.
Moreover, proponents will still need to convince a majority of voters to support the proposal again, even if the threshold for ballot access is somewhat reduced. Once reauthorized, however, the initiative becomes permanent until repealed by another initiative or constitutional revision.
A Framework for the Implementation of Initiatives: A Citizens' Oversight Commission
The checks and balances provided by Dual Path Initiative Framework do not explicitly address the concern of scholars and initiative advocates that legislatures often flaunt or simply ignore the mandates of an initiative. This is called the "implementation problem," 72 enforce the initiative once it has been passed. Because the initiative process is a costly way to circumvent the traditional lawmaking process, it tends to result in policies that elected officialsoften a large majority of them -do not like or support. 73 Otherwise, reformers would have used the route of traditional lawmaking. Gerber, Lupia and McCubbins identify two groups of postenactment actors vital to the initiative's success after its enactment: "implementation leaders" who provide instructions for compliance (e.g., state legislators who often must pass implementing legislation), and "implementation agents" who carry out those directions (e.g., bureaucrats who oversee the day-to-day governmental activities required by the initiative and any subsequent instructions). 74 Not only are both these groups likely to be hostile to the initiative's objectives, but initiative supporters often disband after their victory or lack the resources to monitor compliance and sanction noncompliance. For greater compliance, we need to create a third group -call them "implementation intervenors" 75 -whose interests are more closely aligned with the proponents and the voters. We propose to create such a group by establishing a statewide Citizens' Initiative Implementation Oversight Commission (CIIOC).
Design of the Citizens' Initiative Implementation Oversight Commission
To reduce the ability of initiative leaders and agents to disregard popular measures that the voters approve, we advocate establishing a Citizens' Initiative Implementation Oversight Commission comprising members appointed by the initiatives that are put on the ballot by citizens. The primary role of the CIIOC will be to oversee the actions of the implementation leaders and agents; provide information on compliance with initiatives through hearings, press conferences, and publications; and bring enforcement actions through the courts and administrative procedures as allowed by law. Accordingly, this initiative intervenor is a component of a "fire alarm" network that will provide information to the public about each initiative and its implementation. 76 The CIIOC will be granted the power to hold hearings and independent. These provisions of the ballot measure were explicitly designed to respond to the implementation problem: the opponents' arguments against the measure began with a recitation of past promises related to educational infrastructure that politicians had repeatedly broken. representative will serve one ten-year term in the case of constitutional initiatives or one term of ten years or until the initiative is repealed, whichever is shorter, in the case of statutory initiatives. Each initiative will also name a group of potential replacements for the representative in case she does not serve her full ten year term. 84 The CIIOC will randomly select from that group of replacements when the need to fill a vacancy occurs. 85 If none of the replacements is willing to serve, or the initiative fails to name replacements, then the vacancy will not be filled.
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This method of selection ensures that the interests of the commissioners will be more aligned with the voters and proponents of the reform, allowing their objectives to remain in play for at least a decade. It also avoids the specter of elected officials nominating people to the commission who are likely not to be sufficiently supportive of the popularly-enacted laws and constitutional amendments. 82 Initiatives might still set up initiative-specific agencies to implement the new policy; the CIIOC does not eliminate the need for such administrative agencies. However, because many of these are appointed by elected officials, the CIIOC should improve compliance even in these cases because the appointed officials may have preferences more aligned with those who appointed them than with the voters or initiative proponents. 83 Thus, the number of commissioners will fluctuate as the number of initiatives fluctuates. Commissioners will be part-time positions, with compensation for expenses only. As initiatives conflict, so might the commissioners, but this conflict is just a reflection of state politics and the decisions of the voters in passing conflicting initiatives. The commission then provides another forum for these conflicts to be made public and explicit and to be brought to a resolution. We object to a commission run by experts, such as former legislators or judges, who are often part of the problem being addressed by an initiative. The commission may not need to meet very often, but should meet and publish reports on implementation each fall, and will meet to approve the language of new initiatives as needed. The commission should meet as often as needed by circumstances and should have a budget large enough to allow a sufficient number of meetings. 84 Like the FPPC, commissioners would be removable by the Governor, with the concurrence of the Senate, for "substantial neglect of duty, gross misconduct in office, inability to discharge the powers and duties of office …, after written notice and an opportunity for reply." Cal. Gov. Code § 83105. 85 For a recent use of random selection as part of a political process, see George A. Papandreou, Picking Candidates by the Numbers, International Herald Trib., June 8, 2006, at 8 (Socialist Party candidate for mayor picked in deliberative poll conducted by 160 randomly selected citizens). 86 The ability to fill a vacancy on the commission reflects how much people care about the implementation of an initiative.
To establish the CIIOC immediately, members from current initiative-specific commissions will be randomly selected to serve terms staggered to end as the CIIOC begins to be filled by representatives of initiatives passed after its creation. Thus, in California, the CIIOC might first be formed with a representative from the FPPC, the stem cell Independent Citizens'
Oversight Committee, the Children and Families First Commission, 87 and other similar initiativecreated commissions that act in whole or in part as implementation intervenors. After five to seven years, all these members will have rotated off the CIIOC, replaced by representatives of newly-enacted initiatives.
The CIIOC will elect one member to serve as chair for a two year term; no chair can serve more than three terms. The commission will make decisions by majority vote of the members present when there is a quorum of a majority of eligible commissioners at the meeting.
A commissioner cannot also hold any other elected or appointed political office at the federal, state or local level, although she can participate in campaigns and other partisan political activity.
Commissioners will be subject to aggressive disclosure laws so that their political activities are publicized and any potential conflict of interests known, and recusal policies consistent with a citizens' oversight commission such as the CIIOC will be developed by the state's political practices or ethics commission.
The CIIOC will employ an executive director, a legal counsel, a director of communications, a director of research, a director of information services and technology, and other appropriate professional staff. The compensation and the budget will be tied to another state administrative agency's budget, such as the Legislative Analysts Office, and increased automatically according to the number of initiatives overseen and by changes in the cost-ofliving in order to avoid the possibility that the legislature will hamstring the CIIOC by denying it funding. Thus, in California the funding structure could be similar to the one which governs the Although the CIIOC will be given enforcement authority beyond the ability to hold hearings, it is not necessarily the case that it will bring substantial numbers of lawsuits for at least four reasons. First, legislators and bureaucrats will be aware of the CIIOC and its power and will alter their behavior to take account of the increased probability of sanctions. The CIIOC can threaten sanctions through hearings and publicity, saving the possibility of more intrusive enforcement actions if publicity is not sufficient to increase compliance. In other words, the mere existence of the CIIOC will change the political game surrounding initiative compliance, increasing the willingness of leaders and agents to implement the initiative more fully. Although this threat may not be sufficient to ensure completely compliance, few laws are fully enforced, and the CIIOC may determine that it is content with the level of enforcement that it observes.
This behavioral change will also be influenced by the increased likelihood that citizens or interest groups will challenge lackadaisical enforcement, encouraged by the information produced by the CCIOC through hearings and reports.
Second, although the CIIOC will have a budget that cannot be eliminated or reduced by lawmakers, it will not have an unlimited budget. Thus, it will have to make choices about how to deploy resources. It will have to prioritize, choosing publicity only as an enforcement method in some cases, bringing lawsuits and other proceeding in others, and choosing to do nothing in still others.
Third, the CIIOC will include a wide range of viewpoints among its members. The members will have in common only their use of the initiative process and will not necessarily share policy or other ideological goals. Thus, any decision to pursue enforcement will be the result of compromise among CIIOC commissioners, who will strike bargains and make strategic decisions like any other collective entity in politics. This requirement of collective action among relatively diverse members acts as an internal check and balance on the activity of the CIIOC.
Finally, initiative sponsors, knowing that continuing oversight will occur by the CIIOC, are likely to use more general language when they draft initiatives than they do now because they will trust the CIIOC as their agent more than they trust the legislature or bureaucrats. Vague language increases the uncertainty of any outcome of litigation or agency enforcement, a factor the CIIOC will take account of when deciding how to deploy its resources. Of course, initiative sponsors can also predict this outcome and thus will presumably work in the second reading stage to produce more specific language that will strengthen the position of the CIIOC.
However, the ability to specify fully is limited for a variety of reasons. 90 Thus, the CIIOC will nearly always face some possibility of losing when it seeks to enforce its view of the initiative, and this will affect its willingness to bring the action in the first place.
We anticipate that the CIIOC will be popular with the voters. Citizens' assemblies are an increasingly attractive solution to political problems caused when entrenched political actors pursue their self-interest at the expense of the public interest -or are perceived to be doing so.
For example, a Citizens' Assembly on Electoral Reform in British Columbia, Canada, consisting of 160 citizens selected randomly from the province's electoral districts, conducted fifty hearings on electoral reform in 2004. 91 With the help of an expert staff, these ordinary citizens proposed changing the system of representation from first-past-the-post, single-member districts to a single transferable vote system. 92 The proposal was submitted to the people in a referendum. To pass, the referendum had to receive both a supermajority of 60% of all those voting and a simple majority in 60% of the 79 electoral districts. The referendum failed, but it only barely missed the threshold when it received over 57% support and achieved a simple majority in all but two districts. 93 A similar citizens' assembly has been proposed in California to consider election reform. 94 Although these citizens' assemblies are law-proposing bodies and thus serve a function different from the CIIOC's, they reflect the current enthusiasm for mechanisms that facilitate increased citizen involvement in policy making. Moreover, they demonstrate the reality that institutional innovation is necessary to deal with inevitable conflicts of interest when laws regulating the political process would otherwise be crafted or implemented by those active in the political process -that is, when the regulators are also the regulated.
In the most comprehensive analysis of the implementation problem, Gerber, Lupia,
McCubbins and Kiewiet identify four conditions affecting the degree of compliance with popular initiatives. 95 The CIIOC, particularly as part of the larger Dual Path Initiative Framework that we propose, implicates three of the four conditions and does so in ways that will result in fuller compliance with the wishes of the voters than occurs now.
First, lowering the technical and/or political costs of implementation leads to greater compliance by a legislature. 96 Technical costs are affected by the clarity of drafting an initiative because they include "the time and monetary costs of having legislative staff determine how to implement aspects of the initiative." 97 The previously discussed first and second readings of an initiative should reduce the technical costs of implementation and thereby increase the probability of compliance. The CIIOC can tilt the balance of political costs in favor of implementation, as well as positively affecting technical costs of monitoring mandated programs.
Most initiative sponsors do not have the financial resources to oversee the post-election process, and many disband after the measure has passed. Thus, they currently find it difficult to impose significant political costs on legislators for ignoring voter-passed initiatives. However, an oversight commission that provides "sunshine" and has enforcement authority creates a greater chance that there will be political costs for undermining voter-passed initiatives. By creating political costs for failing to implement an initiative's dictates, oversight helps to equalize the costs politicians face if they implement an initiative that works against their self-interest against the costs of not following the voters' wishes. To the extent that oversight shifts the balance of costs toward implementation, the oversight committee will have a positive effect on the probability of implementation. and with the incentive to ensure fuller compliance. Importantly, the technical staff and budget of the CIIOC will help to level the playing field between the legislators and the public, thereby increasing compliance with the initiative's dictates.
The fourth condition affecting implementation is the number of people required for full compliance: as that number grows the probability of full compliance goes to zero. 103 The addition of an oversight commission does not address this concern with implementation.
However, proponents concerned about this factor can use the time during the first two readings in the framework initiative process to design legislation that minimizes the number of required participants. We suspect, however, that many reforms require many agents to implement them appropriately so the ability of proponents to reduce the threat to their measures by reducing the number of parties involved is limited.
100 This is the standard assumption in the legislation scholarship. See David R. Mayhew, Congress: The Electoral Connection (1974) (canonical statement of assumption). 101 Gerber, Lupia, McCubbins & Kiewiet, supra note 4, at 22. 102 An additional factor in the success of the term limits initiatives is that they were backed by several well-funded national organizations that did not disband after succeeding in passing the measures. For a discussion of term limits and the implementation problem, see id. at 57-59. 103 Id. at 24.
http://law.bepress.com/usclwps-lss/art15 
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Although the Citizens' Initiative Implementation Oversight Commission, together with the Dual Path Initiative Framework, is not a panacea for the problems associated with initiative implementation, creating this sort of innovative oversight mechanism will reduce problems with compliance. By improving the execution of initiative policy, public policy will better represent the goals of citizens.
Conclusion: More Thoughts on the Political Equilibrium after Adoption of the Dual Path Initiative Framework
Our previous discussion has suggested some characteristics of the political equilibrium that would result from adoption of our proposal. It is worth noting briefly several other changes to the political landscape that we expect. First, we do not anticipate that our reforms will significantly change the balance between statutory and constitutional initiatives because we do not alter the qualification requirements for either type of initiative. Currently, initiatives proponents use statutory initiatives more than popularly-generated constitutional amendments, even though in all states except California legislatures have the ability to amend and/or repeal statutory initiatives. 104 Adding new restrictions (mandatory re-authorization after a decade of experience) to constitutional initiatives will make popular constitutional change relatively less attractive than it is now. So if there is any shift, it should favor increased use of the statutory route, with the corresponding benefit of the possibility of legislative involvement after enactment, allowing flexibility to change the policy over time.
Second, the new equilibrium will result in a different number of initiatives appearing on the ballot than do now, although there are several cross-cutting factors at play so the direction of the change is uncertain. First, our proposal is intended to give initiative proponents an opportunity to qualify policy statements more easily than they can now qualify either type of initiative. The policy statements are less complicated than the text of an initiative, probably making them easier to sell to voters in a signature gathering drive and reducing the costs for drafting them. Thus, we predict that more policy statements will be qualified to move to the second reading period than are currently qualified for the ballot now. Furthermore, the lower costs of qualification (because there is no need to draft detailed text) will encourage smaller 104 See footnote 69.
groups and grassroots efforts to pursue the initiative process then do so now in the more costly system. Although our proposal does not reduce the power of money in the qualification stage, we do level the playing field for those groups whom the inventors of direct democracy hoped to empower: grassroots groups that are more likely to reflect majoritarian preferences somehow blocked in the legislative process.
However, there are countervailing forces that may discourage the expenditure of money and effort on an initiative. The institutionalized possibility of legislative action during the second reading stage makes any policy gains less certain. Although proponents can still place the measure on the ballot no matter what happens in the second reading stage -legislative action does not foreclose this possibility -voters often defeat both proposals when there are competing initiatives, and the legislatively-backed ballot measures tend to succeed more than popularlygenerated ones. The combined effect of more legislative involvement and reduced durability (through mandatory reauthorizations for constitutional initiatives and legislative involvement in statutory ones) will decrease the value of initiatives. By lowering the value of an initiative, we should have fewer initiatives appearing on the ballot. In other words, more policy statements may be qualified, but fewer initiatives may appear on the ballot as proponents bargain with legislators more readily under our proposed incentive structure. As we observed earlier, one way to think of the first reading stage is as a new route of bill proposal in the legislature.
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Of course, if the legislature does not bargain with proponents or create policy in response to policy statements qualified during the first reading period, then we expect there to be even more initiatives on the ballot as citizens and interest groups attempt to pass their preferred legislation. Legislators may refuse to bargain for various reasons. They may want to avoid any blame for a policy that fails (although for compromise constitutional reforms, which require a vote of the people, some of the blame will be shared by voters themselves). Lawmakers may be unable to bargain successfully when government is divided and the parties are split over the appropriate response strategy. The failure of the legislature to engage directly with citizens in policy making may lead to electoral consequences in the next election, however.
Another factor affecting the number of initiatives on the ballot is the effect of the reapproval requirement for constitutional amendments which requires that supporters place them back on the ballot to remain effective. We expect most of constitutional provisions will be re-105 See supra Section 3.2.
http://law.bepress.com/usclwps-lss/art15 qualified for the ballot when they expire because the original proponents will be joined in this effort by others who benefit from the law. This possibility may encourage the legislature to bargain on a compromise, although the willingness to bargain will be influenced by the likelihood of success at the polls. Whether those initiatives that are re-qualified through the popular path are enacted more easily than those appearing on the ballot in the first place is unclear. Voters will have more information about the provisions that are being resubmitted to them, a reality that may be positive or negative depending on the information. While there may be additional beneficiaries campaigning for passage, there may also be groups and people who have concretely felt the costs of the law during the decade it has been in place who will even more aggressively campaign for its defeat. Presumably, after some experience with re-enacting, the bargaining dynamics will be shaped, and fewer initiatives will actually be put before the people for re-enactment either because the legislature will eagerly bargain (if re-enactment rates are high) or proponents will not pay the costs of re-qualification and a new campaign (if reenactment rates are low).
Third, although the analysis above suggests that initiatives will have lower value to proponents because of their reduced durability, the CIIOC will actually increase another aspect of the value of popular statutory or constitutional initiatives. The CIIOC will ensure that initiatives enacted by the voters at the polls are more fully implemented, at least until they expire, in the case of constitutional initiatives, or are repealed by the legislature, in the case of statutory measures (an action for which there may be electoral consequences). If, in the end, this effect outweighs the former effects, and more initiatives end up on the ballot because of the promise of citizen oversight, at least they will have had three readings and a chance for legislative involvement before they become the law. The role of the CIIOC with respect to popularly-generated initiatives will encourage the legislature to bargain with initiative proponents because a compromise -whether statutory or constitutional -will not bring with it involvement by the independent group of citizen overseers. Proponents may be willing to give up the protection of the CIIOC in return for permanent enactment of a legislatively-supported constitutional amendment or a statutory solution that lawmakers are more likely to enforce since they played a role in its design.
The equilibrium outcome under the new framework for initiatives -with its dual path process of three readings and the creation of the Citizens' Initiative Implementation Oversight 
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Commission -hinges in large part on how the legislature reacts to initiative proponents during the second-reading bargaining game. An active legislature will reduce the number of initiatives under this scheme, but an inactive one will increase, perhaps greatly, the number of initiatives, and representative democracy will trend toward direct democracy within our hybrid system.
However, all of the initiatives will, ultimately, produce better policy under this framework, given the addition of checks and balances into the process and the greater probability of compliance.
In short, this framework promises substantial improvement to institutions of governance and the policies they produce.
